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Abstract

Given a complete, formal description of the semantics of a programming language, it should be possible to generate a compiler for the language using an automated process. This is highly desirable, since it reduces the work required to produce a compiler to the absolute minimum and makes it more likely that the compiler will be correct. This paper describes a set of tools and a methodology that does just this, for a realistic class of programming languages.

Introduction

Given a complete, formal description of the semantics of a programming language, it should be possible to generate a compiler for the language using an automated process. This is highly desirable, since it reduces the work required to produce a compiler to the absolute minimum and makes it more likely that the compiler will be correct. This paper describes a set of tools and a methodology that does just this, for a realistic class of programming languages.

There are already numerous methods [Bowen, 1996] for giving formal descriptions of programming language semantics. However, none of the compiler generators built around them has yet reached the point where realistic compilers can be generated for real languages.

There are also numerous other, more realistic tool kits [Langmack, 1996] that aid compiler construction, but none of these can generate a compiler given only a formal description of the semantics of a programming language. In general, the work required to generate a compiler using such a tool kits is considerably more than the absolute minimum.

Perhaps the main reason why it is proving so difficult to use formal methods to generate compilers, is that the complexity of formal descriptions of programming languages usually rival or exceed the complexity of hand-crafted compilers. Moreover, these descriptions are in notations which are complex and usually very different from programming languages.

The chief contribution of the work reported here is that it provides a way to express the formal semantics of a programming language in another programming language, which makes it possible to use the techniques of object-oriented programming to manage the complexity of the description.

The key to understanding how this can be done is to realize that an abstract syntax tree can be viewed as an expression in an object oriented programming language and that evaluating this expression amounts to running the program corresponding to the abstract syntax tree.

Interpreting Abstract Syntax Trees

Given an Extended Backus Naur Format (EBNF) description of the syntax of a language, it is relatively easy to generate code which will build parse trees from source programs. With a bit of additional annotation in the EBNF, an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) builder can easily be generated.
For example, given the following description:

expression = term { '+' term <plus 2> | ' - ' term <minus 2>}
term = factor { '*' factor <multiply 2> | '/' factor <divide 2>}
factor = number | identifier <value 1> | '(' expression ')' 

along with some additional information about numbers and identifiers, it is easy to generate a program that can turn an expression such as

\[ a + b \times (c - 1) \]

into the following abstract syntax tree:

![Abstract Syntax Tree](image)

It is equally easy to translate this tree into code like the following:

```
plus (value (identifier ('a')), multiply (value (identifier ('b')), minus (value (identifier ('c')), number ('1'))))
```

This code in turn, can easily be compiled and run, provided that suitable definitions exist for the function calls. Clearly, these functions can be specified in a programming language and constitute a formal definition of the semantics of the original language.

For example, modules Identifier and Number (written in the Slim [Venter, 1996a] programming language, see the appendices) fully specify the semantics of the expression language defined by the EBNF above. To obtain an executable version of the expression program, simply compile the textual version of the AST and link in the compiled versions of identifier and number. Details of how an actual compiler for the expression language defined above, can be constructed, appear in another section.

Expressions are particularly easy to handle. Basic control flow, such as instruction sequences, if-then-elses, and loops are almost as easy. Disguised gotos like loop exits and early returns from functions and procedures are somewhat less easy, while explicit gotos and exceptions are not easy (and perhaps better left out of programming languages).

Declarations and definitions can be treated as expressions which create objects such as constants, types, variables, functions and procedures and bind them to names in the current scope.
Instruction sequences

An abstract syntax tree (AST) such as the above can be generated by customizing the tree building process. The EBNF grammar looks as follows:

\[
\text{instructions} = \langle\text{start\_instructions}\rangle \{\langle\text{instruction}\rangle \langle\text{add\_instruction}\rangle\}
\]

When the parser reaches the first annotation, it calls routine Build_start_instruction, which creates a node labeled 'instructions' and pushes it onto the parse stack. Next an instruction is parsed and a corresponding AST ends up on the parse stack. The parser then reaches the \langle add\_instruction\rangle annotation which causes routine Build_add_instruction to be called. This pops the instruction AST off the stack and adds it as a child of the node created by Build_start_instructions. When the end of a sequence of instructions is reached, the parse stack contains an AST such as the one depicted above. Build_add_instruction can take further actions such as adding line number information to the AST.

When this tree is finally walked, the routine Walk_instructions is called with a list of ASTs corresponding to the sequence of instructions. This list can then be translated into a string representing the instruction sequence in the target language, or it can be directly interpreted, or it can be partially evaluated.

Walk_instructions becomes a bit more complicated when the language includes gotos. This is discussed in the sections on loop exits, function/procedure returns and unbridled gotos.

If then else

\[
\text{if\_instruction} = \\
\quad \langle\text{if}\rangle \ \langle\text{expression}\rangle \ \langle\text{then}\rangle \\
\quad \langle\text{instructions}\rangle \ <\langle\text{lazy}\rangle> \\
\quad \langle\text{else}\rangle \\
\quad \langle\text{instructions}\rangle \ <\langle\text{lazy}\rangle> \ <\langle\text{if\_then\_else\ 3}\rangle> \\
\quad \langle\text{end}\rangle \ <\langle\text{if}\rangle
\]

If-then-else constructs are handled much as they are in SmallTalk: The nested instructions are packaged into block objects which 'lazily' carry out the instructions when their value methods are invoked.

In other words, one adds a Boolean class to the semantic definition and define an if-then-else method for Boolean objects, passing lazy objects corresponding to the nested instruction sequences.

The else construct can be made optional by introducing an if_then method:
if_instruction =
    "if" expression 'then'
    instructions <lazy>
    ('else'
    instructions <lazy> <if_then_else 3> | <if_then 2>)
"end" 'if'

If-then-elsif-else constructs are easily transformed into nested if-then-else constructs:

if_instruction =
    "if" expression 'then'
    instructions <lazy>
    (elsif | else | <if_then 2>)
"end" 'if'
elsif =
    'elsif' expression 'then'
    instruction <lazy>
    (elsif | else | <if_then 2>) <lazy> <if_then_else 3>
else =
    'else'
    instructions <lazy> <if_then_else 3>

Loops

while_loop =
    'while' expression <lazy> 'do'
    instructions <lazy>
"end" <while_loop 2>

While loops are easily handled by packaging the control expression into a lazy object and adding a
while_loop method to the lazy class. Repeat-until and Repeat-forever loops can be handled similarly.

For loops can be handled by introducing an iterator class and adding a for_loop method:

for_loop =
    'for' identifier `:=` expression 'to' expression 'do' <new_iterator 3>
    instructions <lazy> <for_loop 2>
"end"

Loop exits

loop_exit = 'exit' <exit>

Consider the while_loop method of the lazy class:

func while_loop(self, loop_body : Lazy) -> Entity
result := Undefined
repeat
    cond := value(self)
    exit when cond /= boolean.True
    result := value(loop_body)
loop

To exit early from this loop, the evaluation of the loop body must return immediately when the exit
instruction is executed and it must set some sort of flag that the while_loop method can check. For
example:
func while_loop(self, loop_body : Lazy) -> Entity
    result := Undefined
    repeat
        cond := value(self)
        exit when cond /= boolean.True
        result := value(loop_body)
    until global.Must_exit_flag = True
    global.Must_exit_flag := False
When the loop body is translated, it suffices to translate an exit instruction into an assignment to the global flag, followed by a return instruction. If it is interpreted, the routine executing the sequence of instructions should check the flag after every instruction.

Multi-level exits can be modeled by using a global counter instead of a global flag.

**Return from procedure/function**

```plaintext
    return_from_procedure = 'return' <return>
    return_from_function = 'return' [expression <assign_to_result>] <return>
```

Returning early from a call to a procedure or function is similar to an exit from a loop: The return instruction is translated into an assignment to a global flag, followed by a return instruction in the target language. If the procedure/function body is interpreted, the Walk_instructions routine must check the flag after every instruction.

Early returns from functions usually involve an expression specifying the result of the call. This can be implemented as an assignment to a result variable accessible to the method implementing the function call. The easiest way to handle this is to rewrite the AST so that a return instruction with return value expression ends up as an assignment instruction followed by a return instruction.

**Gotos**

Goto instructions are quite problematical, since the target instruction could be in an instruction sequence which is not even being executed. Furthermore, any number of procedure/function activations may have to be terminated.

By far the best solution seems to remove goto instructions from the language being implemented. However, if goto instructions must be implemented, it can be handled as follows (assuming that language rules subject labels to normal scope rules, with nested instruction sequences treated as nested scopes and therefore not visible).

Case 1, the goto instruction targets another instruction in the same sequence: This goto can be translated into a goto of the target language. If interpreted, a flag can be set with the name of the target label. Walk_instructions would have to check this flag after every instruction and select the next instruction appropriately. Something similar to a hardware instruction counter can be used.

Case 2: the goto instruction targets an instruction in an outer instruction sequence: This goto can be handled similarly to a multi-level exit, while proceeding as in Case 1, once the appropriate scope has been reached. Quite a lot of coordination must be provided in the methods modeling loops and function/procedure calls.

If it must be possible to target labels in nested scopes, quite a bit more work must be done and a lot depends on the actual semantics of the language. For example, what happens when you jump into the middle of a for loop?

Since one is modeling the semantics of the language, rather than specifying its translation into another language, it is inevitable that constructs with complicated semantics will be hard to implement using the methods outlined in this text. This is not necessarily a disadvantage.
An example specification

The source listings of the complete specification of a compiler for a small expression language appear in Appendix 1. Of the files listed there, only expr.bnf, identifier.slm and number.slm are specific to the expression language. (expr.slm is a trivial adaptation of the standard main module). It thus takes a grand total of 46 lines of code to generate an entire compiler, albeit for a very simple language.

The modules which are not program generated are discussed below.

Further examples of language specifications can be found in [Venter, 1996b]

EBNF for the expression language

\[
\text{goal} = \langle \text{start_list} \rangle \{ \langle \text{expression} \rangle \langle \text{display} \rangle \langle \text{add_to_list} \rangle \}
\]

This production sets the goal for the parser. It specifies that an expression program is made up of zero or more expressions. The parser will construct an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) for each such expression and leave a list of these on the parse stack.

The production can be read as follows: \langle \text{start_list} \rangle calls the routine Build_start_list in custbld.slm. This creates a node, labeled list, with no children and pushes it onto the parse stack. Next, an expression is parsed, resulting in a corresponding AST to be pushed onto the stack. This is popped and made a child of a node labeled display. The resulting AST is pushed back onto the stack. Then, the routine Build_add_to_list in custbld.slm is called, which pops the node labeled display, as well as the node labeled list, off the stack, makes the display node the last child of the list node and pushes the modified list node onto the stack.

Thus, when there are no more expressions to parse, the stack contains a list of ASTs. These are then traversed by the Walk function in walker.slm.

\[
\text{expression} = \langle \text{term} \rangle \{ \langle \text{plus} \rangle \langle \text{term} \rangle \langle \text{minus} \rangle \langle \text{term} \rangle \}
\]

This production will cause the parser to parse a term and push a corresponding AST onto the parse stack. Then, if the next token is a `+` or a `-` it will parse another term and push the corresponding AST onto the stack. The two ASTs are then popped off the stack, made the children of a node labeled plus or minus, respectively, and the new AST pushed onto the stack. In other words, the stack is reduced. Note that annotations in `<>` brackets are handled automatically when the number of items to be reduced are specified. If not, a routine which must be supplied by the language designer in module custbld.slm is called.

\[
\text{term} = \langle \text{factor} \rangle \{ \langle \text{multiply} \rangle \langle \text{factor} \rangle \langle \text{divide} \rangle \langle \text{factor} \rangle \}
\]

This production is similar to the one for expression. Note that it causes multiplication and division to have a higher precedence than addition and subtraction.

\[
\text{factor} = \langle \text{number} \rangle \langle \text{identifier} \rangle \langle \text{value} \rangle \langle \text{expression} \rangle
\]

Note that identifiers are automatically evaluated when they appear in expressions. If we had assignments, the identifier on the left-hand side would not be evaluated.

\[
\text{identifier} = (\text{Up_let} \mid \text{Low_let}) (\text{Up_let} \mid \text{Low_let} \mid \text{Digit} \langle \text{\_} \rangle)
\]

\[
\text{number} = \text{Digit} (\text{Digit}) [\langle \text{.} \rangle \langle \text{Digit} \rangle [\langle \text{e} \rangle [\langle \text{-} \rangle \langle \text{Digit} \rangle [\langle \text{.} \rangle \langle \text{Digit} \rangle]]]
\]

These productions specify how identifiers and numbers are to be scanned. Although scanner generators traditionally use regular expressions to specify token syntax, EBNF can just as easily be used. Note that Up_let, Low_let, and Digit are predefined terminal symbols that correspond to character classes in the scanner.

\[
\text{Tokens} = \langle \text{identifier} \rangle \langle \text{number} \rangle
\]

This production tells the compiler generator that identifier and number are productions to be processed by the scanner generator and that they must be treated as tokens by the parser generator.
Ignorable = ' ' | Eol

This production tells the parser that the tokens corresponding to blanks and end-of-line characters should be ignored. Comments could be added to the syntax by specifying a suitable production and listing it as token as well as ignorable.

**Identifier**

This module represents the semantics of identifiers in the expression language.

```plaintext
import number

Needed to obtain access to class Number and constructor new_number.

export Identifier, new_identifier

Exports class Identifier and constructor new_identifier for use by other modules. In this case, the only module to use Identifier would be the main module of an expression program (when translated into Slim).

Identifier : set of Entity := {}

This sets up Identifier as a set of objects. Initially, the set is empty. It is populated with objects as new Identifier objects are created. In other words, Identifier always represents the current instances of class Identifier. Class Identifier is not explicitly declared, but is treated as one and the same as the set of instances.

name : map from Identifier to String

Name is an associative array that can be indexed with values of type Identifier. Thus name(x) can be set to a string value which represents the name of identifier x. In other words, this declaration sets up name as a string valued attribute of class Identifier. Name need not be exported since every object of class Identifier carries the entire name space of this module with it.

stored_value : map from String to Number

Every leaf node in the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) corresponding to an identifier will instantiate a new identifier object when called. In other words, when expression \(a+a\) is evaluated, two identifier objects will be created. Since both of them should evaluate to the same value, the value of identifier is not stored as an attribute of the identifier object, but in a separate associative array.

```plaintext
func new_identifier(n : String) -> Identifier
result := new(Identifier)
name(result) := n
```

This constructs an instance of class Identifier and initializes the only attribute. Following a call to new(Identifier) the new instance is automatically added to Identifier, the set of instances of class Identifier.

```plaintext
func value(self : Identifier) -> Number
result := stored_value(name(self))
if result = Undefined
  repeat
    put name(self) '?\n' & get v
    until v in number
  number is the built-in numeric type
  result := new_number(mkstr(v))
  stored_value(name(self)) := result
end
```

The EBNF syntax (expr.bnf) ensures that this method is called whenever an identifier appears in an expression. An expression such as \(a + l\) translates into

```plaintext
plus(value(new_identifier('a')), new_number('l'))
```

The method looks up the value of the identifier, if known. If the value is not known, it obtains it interactively from the user and stores it for future look ups. In other words, for an expression such as
a+a, only the first call to value(new_identifier('a')) will cause an input operation. Note that different instances of class Identifier will access the same storage location if they have the same name.

**Number**

This module represents the semantics of numbers in the expression language.

```
export Number, new_number
```

Exports class Number and constructor new_number for use by other modules.

```
Number : set of Entity := {}
```

This sets up Number as a set of objects. Initially, the set is empty. It is populated with objects as new Number objects are created. In other words, Number always represents the current instances of class Number. Class Number is not explicitly declared, but is treated as one and the same as the set of instances.

```
slim_value : map from Number to number
```

Slim_value is an associative array that can be indexed with values of type Number. Thus slim_value(x) can be set to a numeric value which represents the numeric value of number object x. In other words, this declaration sets up slim_value as a numeric valued attribute of class Number. Note that case is significant and that number is the built-in numeric type in Slim, whereas Number is a programmer defined abstract type (class).

```
func new_number(v : String) -> Number
result := new(Number)
slim_value(result) := mknum(v)
```

This constructs an instance of class Number and initializes the only attribute. Following a call to new(Number) the new instance is automatically added to Number, the set of instances of class Number.

```
func display(self : Number) -> Number
put slim_value(self)
return self
```

This method displays the numeric value of the Number object on the console.

```
func divide(self : Number, other : Number) -> Number
result := new(Number)
slim_value(result) := slim_value(self) / slim_value(other)
```

```
func minus(self : Number, other : Number) -> Number
result := new(Number)
slim_value(result) := slim_value(self) - slim_value(other)
```

```
func multiply(self : Number, other : Number) -> Number
result := new(Number)
slim_value(result) := slim_value(self) * slim_value(other)
```

```
func plus(self : Number, other : Number) -> Number
result := new(Number)
slim_value(result) := slim_value(self) + slim_value(other)
```

These methods construct and return new Number objects with numeric values equal to the results of the respective operations carried out on the numeric values of the operand objects.

**Routines for customizing AST building (custbld.slm)**

```
import builder walker
```
Each node in the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) is labeled with a routine from walker.slm (and optionally, custwalk.slm) which is used to process the node during traversal (walking) of the tree. Module walker is imported here to incorporate all of its exported routines into the name space of the current module. Module builder is imported to gain access to the parse stack.

```plaintext
export Build_start_list, Build_add_to_list
```

These routines are exported for use by the parser, which will call them when the corresponding `<start_list>` and `<add_to_list>` annotations in the EBNF is reached.

```plaintext
proc Build_start_list
    Stack ::= [[Walk_list]]
```

This routine is called whenever `<start_list>` is reached in the EBNF. It creates a list node with no children and labels it with the Walk_list routine. When the list is walked, routine Walk_list will be called with the list of children as its parameter.

```plaintext
proc Build_add_to_list
    O1, Stack := delete_last(Stack)
    O2, Stack := delete_last(Stack)
    Stack ::= [O2 + [O1]]
```

This routine is called whenever `<add_to_list>` is reached in the EBNF. It pops the top two elements of the stack and appends the top most element to the end of the other. The modified element is then pushed back onto the stack. The intended use is to add AST children to a list node created by Build_start_list. See the Walk_list routine in walker.slm.

**Routines for customizing AST walking (custwalk.slm)**

```plaintext
export nothing
```

This is an empty module. It is used only when there is a need to customize the tree walking process. This is not often necessary, since it is typically sufficient to customize the tree building process. Customized tree walking is used only when it is necessary to utilize information gathered during the tree building process. In other words, it adds a second pass to the compiler, if needed.

**Routines for AST walking (walker.slm)**

These routines traverse (walk) the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) created by the parser. In this case, a string corresponding to the translation of the AST into an equivalent Slim program is returned by the top most call (Walk) made in expr.slm. Other walker modules might directly interpret the AST, or partially evaluate it, or translate it into a different target language.

```plaintext
import custwalk
```

The routines in custwalk.slm, if any, will appear as annotations of nodes in the AST (the first elements of the lists corresponding to the nodes) and will be called by Walk.

```plaintext
export Object_id_for, RunCall, Walk, Walk_list
```

These routines are exported for use by the parser and AST builder, as well as custbld.slm.

```plaintext
func Walk(T) -> Entity
    if T(1) in {RunCall, Walk_list}
        return T(1)(tl(T))
    else
        return eval(T(1), tl(T))
end
```

This routine is a general routine that calls specific routines to walk the AST represented by T. The first element of T is the annotation of the root node and represents the specific routine (belonging either to this module, or to custwalk.slm) that is to be used to walk the node. If the specific routine is
Runcall or Walk_list, the children of the node (the remaining elements of T) is passed as a single list. If it is any other routine, the children are passed as individual parameters.

In other words, if T = [Walk_list x y z] then the call is Walk_list([x y z]) whereas if T = [Object_id_for 'integer' '123'] the call is Object_id_for('integer', '123').

```go
func Runcall(lst) -> Entity
    return lst(1) + as_string(Walk_list(rest(lst)))
```

The first parameter of this call is the name of the Slim routine to be called at run-time. In the case of the expression language this will be a routine belonging to identifier.slm or number.slm. The subsequent parameters are ASTs which represent expressions which form the run-time parameters of the call. These ASTs are walked (turned into strings) and collected into a parameter list by as_string. For example:

```go
Runcall([`plus' [Object_id_for 'number' '1'] [Object_id_for 'number' '2']])
```

will result in the string `plus(new_number('1'), new_number('2'))`

```go
func Walk_list(lst) -> list of Entity
    return [all Walk(i) for i in lst]
```

This function takes a list of ASTs as parameter and returns a list of walked (translated) ASTs as result.

```go
func Object_id_for(cn, iv) -> Entity
    return 'new_'+cn+ ' (\"'+ iv+'\")
```

This function returns a string that represents a run-time call to a constructor of an object of class cn. The constructor is assumed to take a single string as a parameter.

```go
func as_string(lst) -> String
    return `()` when lst = []
    result := `(`
    for e in all but last(lst)
        result += mkstr(e)+`,'
    loop
    result += : mkstr(last(lst))+`)
```

This function takes a list of strings and turns it into a comma delimited, bracketed string. For example, `['x' 'y' 'z'] becomes `'(x, y, z)'.

### Optimizing Compilers

Compilers produced with the techniques outlined in this text are about as far away from optimizing compilers as one can get. Consider the output produced by the example compiler for the expression

```go
a + a
```

namely

```go
plus(value(new_identifier('a')), value(new_identifier('a')))```

To evaluate this expression, it is necessary to construct two identifier objects and three number objects. When translated simplistically into machine code, several thousand instructions may be executed. Most of these instructions accomplish at run time, what compilers normally do at compile time.

Ideally, this should not be a problem. The output from the expression compiler must still be submitted to the Slim compiler before it becomes machine code. If the Slim compiler is really clever, it should be able to remove all the redundant instructions.

Unfortunately, this is not yet the case. In fact, using Slim as a target language is still a disadvantage, since Slim itself is implemented using the techniques described in this paper. One is thus using a really slow interpreter to interpret another really slow interpreter. (Fortunately, today's computers are so fast that using this scheme is actually quite tolerable.)
Until such time as advances in the Slim compiler makes it unnecessary to do so, there are a number of things that can be done to speed things up. The easiest is to translate the ASTs into C++ (or similar) instead of into Slim. This is fairly trivial to do. The main disadvantage is that one then has to write the semantics in C++ rather than in Slim. For simple languages this should not be too much of a pain. This is pretty much the approach currently used to compile Slim itself. The result is quite acceptable on a fast processor and can serve to produce a very useful prototype.

Another approach is to partially evaluate the AST before translating it into code. To do this, one augments the semantic classes with classes for unknown (or partially known) values. For example, to turn the expression compiler into a partial evaluator, one first turns it into a proper interpreter by changing the AST walker to directly call the semantic class methods, instead of producing code which calls them. Next, one changes the value method of the identifier class to produce unknown numbers instead of doing an actual input operation and then producing a known number. In other words, we change

```plaintext
func value(self : Identifier) -> Number
result := stored_value(name(self))
if result = Undefined
  repeat
    put name(self)''?'' & get v
    until v in number !number is the built-in numeric type
  result := new_number(mkstr(v))
  stored_value(name(self)) := result
end
```

to

```plaintext
func value(self : Identifier) -> Unumber
result := stored_value(name(self))
if result = Undefined
  result := new_unumber(number, 'get')
  code_name(result) := name(self)
  stored_value(name(self)) := result
end
```

Now, when an expression such as a+a is processed, the plus method for unknown numbers is called, instead of the plus method for known numbers. The result is another unknown number. Unknown numbers keep track of how they are to be computed.

Along with changing input operations to produce unknown numbers, it is necessary to change output operations to produce code. For example, one changes the display method of the number class from

```plaintext
func display(self : Number) -> Number
    put slim_value(self)
    return self
```

to

```plaintext
func display(self : Number) -> Number
    Code_string := 'put ' + mkstr(slim_value(self)) + '
    return self
```

More interesting code generation happens when one calls the display method for an unknown number:

```plaintext
func display(self : Unumber) -> Unumber
    Code_string := code_for(self) + 'put ' + code_name(self) + '
    return self
```

For this to work, each unknown number must keep track of whether it was the result of an input operation or an arithmetic operation. In the latter case, it must also keep track of the operands. The code_for method looks as follows:
func code_for(self : Unumber) -> String
  code_for(self) := "!
only execute this function once
return 'put '!+code_name(self)+'?\" &
  'repeat get '+code_name(self)+': Integer until '+code_name(self)+
  '/= Undefined'+\"\nwhen operator(self) = 'get'
result := code_for(operand1(self)) + code_for(operand2(self))
result +:= code_name(self)+` := '
if operator(self) = 'divide'
  result +:= code_name(operand1(self))+`/ '+code_name(operand2(self))+`\nelsif operator(self) = 'minus'
  result +:= code_name(operand1(self))+`- '+code_name(operand2(self))+`\nelsif operator(self) = 'multiply'
  result +:= code_name(operand1(self))+`* '+code_name(operand2(self))+`\nelsif operator(self) = 'plus'
  result +:= code_name(operand1(self))+`+ '+code_name(operand2(self))+`\nelse
  assert False
end

Note that the code string could easily be three address intermediate code which is then submitted to a
classical code generator. Also note that, since (at most) one of the operands of an unknown number
could be a known number, it is necessary to extend the class definition of known numbers with
methods code_for and code_name.

An esoteric feature of the code_for method is that it produces code only the first time it is invoked.
For example, the code for the expression a+a is:
  put 'a ?' &
  repeat get a: Integer until a /= Undefined
  templ := a + a

The second call to value(new_identifier(\"a\")) produces the same unknown number as the first. The
code_for method is thus called twice for the same object. The first time code is returned, the second
time only an empty string.

Note that classes identifier and integer are now used at compile-time rather than a run-time. They
come into play when the AST is walked. The result of the walk is a partial number, which in effect is
another AST. The recursive calls to code_for walk the second AST, producing the desired output.

With the addition of the class for unknown numbers, the semantics of the expression language now
approach the complexity of a traditional compiler. The complete partial evaluator-based compiler for
expressions is given in Appendix 2.

Things become somewhat more complicated when control flow is added, but the overall complexity
of compilers specified in this way still seems manageable and probably compares favourably with
many conventional optimizing compilers.

Conclusion

The main idea presented in this text is that the semantics of a programming language can be readily
expressed in a programming language. The idea is fairly obvious and has been around in various
guises for almost as long as programming languages. As usual, however, the devil is in the details.

The method outlined in this text has evolved over a period of eight years. It has been applied to
various small language subsets[Venter, 1996b] as well as to one fairly complex language
(Slim[Venter, 1996a]). It seems easiest to use on functional languages - languages with unrestricted
gotos and pointers (like C) are perhaps more difficult to handle with this method than with
translational semantics.
At the moment, compilers constructed with this method essentially amount to executable specifications. I would thus recommend the method for use in rapid prototyping of new languages and for constructing language standards.

The use of partial evaluation as a means to turn an executable specification into a production compiler still has to be explored further. Work is underway to turn the Slim semantics into a full scale partial evaluator. Preliminary results appear promising, but the bulk of the work still has to be done.

If the Slim compiler can be made clever enough, other compilers can ride on its back and the rather immodest claim in the introduction, that the work required to produce a compiler has been reduced to the absolute minimum, may well be justified.
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Appendix 1

expr.bnf

goal = <start_list> {expression <display 1> <add_to_list>}

expression = term {`+' term <plus 2> | `-' term <minus 2>}

term = factor {`*' factor <multiply 2> | `/` factor <divide 2>}

factor = number | identifier <value 1> | (`expression `)`

identifier = (Up let | Low let) (Up let | Low let | Digit | `_` }

number = Digit{Digit}`.`Digit{Digit}`e` [-` Digit{Digit}]

Tokens = identifier | number

Ignorable = ` ` | Eol
custbld.slm

import builder walker
export Build_start_list, Build_add_to_list

proc Build_start_list
    Stack +:= [[Walk_list]]

proc Build_add_to_list
    01, Stack := delete_last(Stack)
    02, Stack := delete_last(Stack)
    Stack +:= [02 + [01]]

custwalk.slm

export nothing

walker.slm

import custwalk
export Object_id_for, Runcall, Walk, Walk_list

func Walk(T) -> Entity
    if T(1) in {Runcall, Walk_list}
       return T(1)(tl(T))
    else
       return eval(T(1), tl(T))
    end

func Runcall(lst) -> Entity
    return lst(1) + as_string(Walk_list(rest(lst)))

func Walk_list(lst) -> list of Entity
    return [all Walk(i) for i in lst]

func Object_id_for(cn, iv) -> Entity
    return 'new_' + cn + '\' + iv + '\'

func as_string(lst) -> String
    return '()' when lst = []
    result := '('
    for e in all but last(lst)
        result += mkstr(e) + ', '
    loop
    result += mkstr(last(lst)) + ')
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**identifier.slm**

import number
export Identifier, new_identifier

Identifier : set of Entity := {}
name : map from Identifier to String

stored_value : map from String to Number

func new_identifier(n : String) -> Identifier
    result := new(Identifier)
    name(result) := n

func value(self : Identifier) -> Number
    result := stored_value(name(self))
    if result = Undefined
        repeat
            put name(self) `'?' & get v
        until v in number !number is the built-in numeric type
        result := new_number(mkstr(v))
        stored_value(name(self)) := result
    end

**number.slm**

export Number, new_number

Number : set of Entity := {}
slim_value : map from Number to number !number is the built-in numeric type

func new_number(v : String) -> Number
    result := new(Number)
    slim_value(result) := mknum(v)

func display(self : Number) -> Number
    put slim_value(self)
    return self

func divide(self : Number, other : Number) -> Number
    result := new(Number)
    slim_value(result) := slim_value(self) / slim_value(other)

func minus(self : Number, other : Number) -> Number
    result := new(Number)
    slim_value(result) := slim_value(self) - slim_value(other)

func multiply(self : Number, other : Number) -> Number
    result := new(Number)
    slim_value(result) := slim_value(self) * slim_value(other)

func plus(self : Number, other : Number) -> Number
    result := new(Number)
    slim_value(result) := slim_value(self) + slim_value(other)
expr.slm

import opsys parser builder walker

Parse(Command_line(2)+' .expr' 'r')
lines := Walk(Stack(1))

Close(Stdout)
ok := Assign_file(Stdout, Command_line(2)+' .slm', 'w')
Terminate_process(Myself, 255) when not ok
put 'import identifier, number'
put '
for 1 in lines
  put 'junk := '1
loop

Close(Stdout)
ok := Assign_file(Stdout, Command_line(2)+' .lnk', 'w')
Terminate_process(Myself, 255) when not ok
put '(['Command_line(2)'][identifier number]'

Close(Stdout)

Execute_command('slim '+Command_line(2))
Delete_file(Command_line(2)+' .slm')
Delete_file(Command_line(2)+'.obj')
Delete_file(Command_line(2)+'.lnk')
Delete_file(Command_line(2)+'.rsp')

Appendix 2

code.slm

export Code_string

Code_string : String := ''

expr.slm

import opsys parser builder walker code

Parse(Command_line(2)+' .expr' 'r')
junk := Walk(Stack(1))
put Code_string
identifier.slm

import number unumber
export Identifier, new_identifier

Identifier : set of Entity := {} 
name : map from Identifier to String 
stored_value : map from String to Number+Unumber

func new_identifier(n : String) -> Identifier 
result := new(Identifier) 
name(result) := n

func value(self : Identifier) -> Entity 
result := stored_value(name(self)) 
if result = Undefined 
result := new_unumber('get') 
code_name(result) := name(self) 
stored_value(name(self)) := result 
end
number.slm

import code unumber
export Number, new_number

Number : set of Entity := {}
  slim_value : map from Number to number !number is the built-in numeric type
  func new_number(v : String) -> Number
    result := new(Number)
    slim_value(result) := mknum(v)
  func code_for(self : Number) -> String
    return ''
  func code_name(self : Number) -> String
    return mkstr(slim_value(self))
  func display(self : Number) -> Number
    Code_string += `put ' + mkstr(slim_value(self)) + \n''
    return self
  func divide(self : Number, other : Entity) -> Entity
    return unumber.divide(self, other) when other in Unumber
    result := new(Number)
    slim_value(result) := slim_value(self) / slim_value(other)
  func minus(self : Number, other : Entity) -> Entity
    return unumber.minus(self, other) when other in Unumber
    result := new(Number)
    slim_value(result) := slim_value(self) - slim_value(other)
  func multiply(self : Number, other : Entity) -> Entity
    return unumber.minus(self, other) when other in Unumber
    result := new(Number)
    slim_value(result) := slim_value(self) * slim_value(other)
  func plus(self : Number, other : Entity) -> Entity
    return unumber.minus(self, other) when other in Unumber
    result := new(Number)
    slim_value(result) := slim_value(self) + slim_value(other)
import code
export Unumber, new_unumber

Unumber : set of Entity := {}
operator : map from Unumber to String
operand1 : map from Unumber to Entity
operand2 : map from Unumber to Entity
code_name : map from Unumber to String

calc new_unumber(op : String, opnd1, opnd2 : Entity) -> Unumber
result := new(Unumber)
operator(result) := op
operand1(result) := opnd1
operand2(result) := opnd2
code_name(result) := new_code_name()

calc code_for(self : Unumber) -> String
code_for(self) := '' !only execute this function once
return 'put "\'"+code_name(self)+"?\'" &\n" +
  'repeat get '+code_name(self)+': Integer until '+code_name(self)+
  '/= Undefined'+\n"
  when operator(self) = 'get'
result := code_for(operand1(self)) + code_for(operand2(self))
result += code_name(self)+": "
if operator(self) = 'divide'
  result += code_name(operand1(self))+'/'+code_name(operand2(self))+\n'
elsif operator(self) = 'minus'
  result += code_name(operand1(self))+'-'+code_name(operand2(self))+\n'
elsif operator(self) = 'multiply'
  result += code_name(operand1(self))+'*'+code_name(operand2(self))+\n'
elsif operator(self) = 'plus'
  result += code_name(operand1(self))+'+'+code_name(operand2(self))+\n'
else
  assert False
end
display

Name_counter : Integer := 0

calc new_code_name -> String
  Name_counter += 1
  return 'temp'+'mkstr(Name_counter

calc display(self : Unumber) -> Unumber
  Code_string += code_for(self)+'put '+code_name(self)+\n'
  return self

calc divide(self : Entity, other : Entity) -> Unumber
  return new_unumber('divide', self, other)

calc minus(self : Entity, other : Entity) -> Unumber
  return new_unumber('minus', self, other)

calc multiply(self : Entity, other : Entity) -> Unumber
  return new_unumber('multiply', self, other)

calc plus(self : Entity, other : Entity) -> Unumber
  return new_unumber('plus', self, other)